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Leading Yourself  •  Leading Others  •  Leading Organizations



The Global Leadership Summit is not just an event to attend; it’s a resource to be leveraged. 
And through The Global Leadership Network, you are going to see the resources of GLS organized 
around leading yourself, leading others and leading organizations. 
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What does Leadership Development look like for you? What’s next in leading yourself, leading 
others and leading organizations? It’s time for us to take responsibility for our growth as 
leaders. It’s time for a Grander Vision. 

For more go to tristateleaders.com

Our challenge to you is to First capture your Top 10 Actionable Ideas. It can be tempting to leave 
inspired, but lack movement forward. We ask that you create a Top 10 actionable idea list from 
the things you hear from the Summit faculty and specifically note which actionable items apply 
to leading yourself, leading others or leading organizations. 

Second, we want to challenge you over the next 7 days to debrief your top 10 with your staff, 
coworkers or trusted friends. Let them help you process what implementing these ideas looks 
like. Share what speakers and ideas influenced you and if you came with your team, let them 
share what they took away. The potential for leadership conversations could have significant 
impact in organizations all over our city.

Third, over the next 30 days consider signing up for year round resources including a Growth 
Track. Through the GLSNext mobile app, there is a series of topical tracks with content from 
this year and previous years of Summits including strategic delivery via email to keep you and 
your team in learning mode year round. You can go online to GlobalLeadership.org and select 
resources to help you build your leadership capacity.

And Fourth, but very important, over the next 60 days we want to invite you to build your own 
Leadership Learning Community. Or in other words, take the actionable ideas from your GLS 
experience combined with ongoing content from The Global Leadership Network and use it to 
connect with other leaders who want to progress on their Leadership development journey. It 
might be as simple as a breakfast group reading a speaker’s book together or adding a GLSNext 
video clip to your staff meetings or it might be a group of Pastors, CEO’s or other local leaders 
that gather quarterly around GLS topics. 


